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In February 2021, the Queensland Civil and Administrative Tribunal 
(QCAT) made a finding that a former police officer engaged in corrupt 
conduct and the conduct was so serious that it would have resulted in 
his dismissal had he not already medically retired. The officer’s conduct 
included a failure to disclose his relationship with a suspect and the 
disclosure of confidential information to that suspect.

What you should know
• A failure to disclose a prior relationship with a person you deal with in 

your work may amount to corrupt conduct.

• The disclosure of confidential information to a person can constitute 
corrupt conduct. 

• The CCC and public sector agencies can apply to QCAT for a finding 
that a person who is, or has been, employed in a public sector agency 
has engaged in corrupt conduct.

• Where the person has already resigned or retired, QCAT can make an 
order stating what sanction they would have imposed if the person 
was still employed (a ‘disciplinary declaration’).

For officers involved in law enforcement or integrity units:

• A failure to properly investigate and record information about a 
possible offence committed by a person known to you in a personal 
capacity can constitute corrupt conduct.

This Prevention in focus aims to highlight the importance of dealing 
appropriately with a conflict of interest and the consequence of disclosing 
confidential information. It also explains that a person who resigns prior 
to a disciplinary matter being finalised can be the subject of a disciplinary 
declaration that can impact their future employment in the public sector.

Conflicts of interest and disclosing confidential 
information — grounds for dismissal

Don’t let personal 
relationships cloud 
your judgement in 

the workplace

PREVENTION in focus 
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Disclosure of 
confidential 

information — such 
as information that 
leads to the identity 
of an informant or 

a Public Interest 
Discloser — is a 

very serious form of 
corrupt conduct.

Conflicts of interest
A conflict of interest occurs when an employee’s private interests 
interfere, or appear to interfere, with their duty to put the public 
interest first. A conflict can manifest itself in many ways and in areas 
related to professional duties and obligations. The types of conflicts that 
most commonly occur involve: 

• Family and close associates

• Secondary employment 

• Previous employment 

• Asset ownership (e.g. property, investments) 

• Memberships (e.g. political, professional, sporting, social or cultural 
organisations).

A failure to disclose and properly manage a conflict of interest — such 
as when your work requires you to take action or make a decision in 
relation to a person with whom you have a relationship — can constitute 
corrupt conduct.

Disclosing confidential information
Much of the information public sector employees come across in the 
performance of functions and powers is likely to be confidential for one 
reason or another. Various legislative sections will mandate that public 
sector employees must not disclose confidential information other than in 
appropriate circumstances, including in the performance of their work.

Improperly disclosing confidential information can be a criminal offence. 
It is a breach of the trust placed in employees to carry out their duties 
ethically and honestly.

Disclosure of confidential information — such as information that leads 
to the identity of an informant or a Public Interest Discloser — is a very 
serious form of corrupt conduct.

Disciplinary declarations
Officers who engage in serious corrupt conduct will face disciplinary 
proceedings that may result in their dismissal.

Public sector officers who resign or retire in the hope they can avoid 
disciplinary action can still be the subject of a disciplinary declaration 
which can be made by their former employer (e.g. under chapter 7A of 
the Police Service Administration Act 1990 or section 188A of the Public 
Service Act 2008) or by QCAT under section 219IA of the Crime and 
Corruption Act 2001.

When a public sector agency is conducting checks on a job applicant 
who has previously worked in the public sector, they can obtain 
information about any disciplinary declarations made by a former 
employer or QCAT. At a minimum, agencies should require applicants 
to disclose if they have been the subject of any prior disciplinary 
proceeding or post separation disciplinary declaration.
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“…failure to disclose 
his conflict of interest 

and willingness to 
assist [NE] with his 

police matter had the 
potential to undermine 

any further police 
investigation and 
undermines public 

confidence in the QPS.” 

Member Browne

Case study
QCAT proceedings against a former police 
officer
The proceedings were commenced by the CCC who 
sought a finding that the former police officer (the 

officer) had engaged in corrupt conduct and an order that he be 
dismissed from the Queensland Police Service (QPS). The officer 
medically retired before the proceedings could be finalised, so the 
CCC then sought an order for a declaration that if the officer had 
still been employed by the QPS, he would have been dismissed.

The failure to disclose a conflict of interest
The officer and [NE] were acquaintances. QPS officers executed 
a search warrant at NE’s residence which resulted in NE and his 
girlfriend being transported to a police station. After they were 
released and as they were leaving the station, NE saw the officer 
and they discussed the reason for NE being at the police station. 
The officer then drove NE and his girlfriend home in an unmarked 
police car (having obtained permission from his shift supervisor 
but without having disclosed his relationship with NE). The officer 
agreed to assist NE ‘as a friend’ with a minor drug possession 
charge that had been laid against NE and gave NE his business card.

The failure to investigate a criminal offence
Ten days later, the officer arrested JS who told him that NE had 
supplied him with the drug ‘ice’. The officer did not question JS 
about this information, make a record of the information, conduct 
any further investigations into what he had been told, or tell 
another officer so they could investigate.

Disclosure of confidential police information, including 
informant details
When NE coincidentally contacted the officer on the same day JS 
was arrested, he told NE that someone currently in police custody 
was saying NE had supplied him with drugs. He also disclosed the 
approximate location from where JS had been picked up by police. 
This information was sufficient for NE to work out it was JS who 
had made the allegations against NE. The information supplied by 
the officer also gave NE the opportunity to protect himself from 
any future investigation or prosecution, for example, by ceasing to 
supply drugs and/or disposing of any evidence.

QCAT’s decision
The day before the hearing was due to begin, the officer conceded 
that his conduct did constitute corrupt conduct, and the appropriate 
order for QCAT to make was a disciplinary declaration that he would 
have been dismissed had he not already medically retired.

QCAT accepted that this was the appropriate order to make.
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Points to remember
The following list should help you identify any corruption risks that 
may arise from mixing your role as a public sector employee with your 
personal relationships.

1. Remember your official duties and obligations
As a public sector employee, your primary responsibility is to act in 
the best interests of the Queensland community.

2. Identify, declare and manage any conflict of interest, perceived or
actual
You are obliged to report all actual, potential and perceived conflicts 
of interest. Some agencies require you to report and manage any 
declarable associations.   

3. Set clear boundaries in personal relationships
You should be cautious when asked by relatives, friends and 
business acquaintances for assistance with any action that could 
involve the business of your agency. Even if they are unaware that 
they are creating a potential conflict for you, you should make clear 
that you are unable to assist, and declare the approach to your 
supervisor.

4. Exercise judgement about your social networks
Within your social networks you may meet people who see your 
position as one that can facilitate benefits for them. Be mindful 
of your social settings, who you engage with and how much 
information you share, particularly if you work in finance, contract 
management, law enforcement, regulatory compliance, or 
procurement. Be careful of what you reveal about yourself and your 
job through social media.

Related 
publications/ 
further 
information

• Misuse of confidential
information: What you need to
know (a short animation)
(June 2020)

• Improper access to public sector
databases, no. 2 (May 2019)

• Conflicts of interest — are you
managing yours appropriately?
(June 2018)

• The potential cost of failing
to perform duties as a police
officer (May 2018)

• Improper access to public sector
databases (February 2018)

• Managing conflicts of interest in
the public sector — guidelines
and toolkit (November 2004)

Public sector employees are obliged  to always act in the public interest. 

In any situation of competing obligations or priorities, the outcome must 

favour the public interest over any private considerations. 

But sometimes, situations don’t seem to be that clear-cut, and that’s 

precisely when corruption risks can emerge. If not managed carefully, 

relationships with family and friends can come into conflict with your 

obligations as a public sector employee. It’s important to recognise when 

the line has become blurred, or has even been crossed, compromising your 

integrity, and diminishing public confidence in the operations of government. 

What you should know
• Be aware of your obligations as a public sector employee, and know 

that they must always take precedence as long as you are employed 

by the public sector. Some obligations, such as the obligation to keep 

public sector information confidential, continue after you leave the 

public sector.• While it’s natural to want to help your friends and family, your employer 

and Queensland taxpayers aren’t paying you to do that – they’re paying 

you to act in their interests, not those of your family and friends. 

• If you are asked by a friend, family member or associate to assist them, 

or you become aware that their business dealings could intersect with 

those of your agency, you must inform your supervisor and declare a 

conflict of interest. 
• Public sector employees must take care that they don’t allow a normal 

personal relationship to become an inappropriate one. 

This publication points out the pitfalls and potential corruption risks 

involved in personal relationships that cross the line, and what can be 

done to manage them.
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...people fail to 
recognise that the line has 

become blurred... 
compromising 

their integrity, and 
diminishing public 

confidence...

Personal relationships, professional boundaries: 

how to manage potential corruption risks
In recent investigations the Crime and Corruption Commission (CCC) has seen 

a number of elected officials (mayors and councillors) interfere in decision 

making that is outside their lawful area of responsibility. O
ne such area is the 

recruitment of council staff, which is the designated responsibility of the chief 

executive officer (CEO).

This is particularly problematic where the appointment is for a position that 

works closely with the mayor – for example, an executive officer or chief of 

staff – and the mayor seeks to appoint a friend or associate without following 

the proper recruitment process. This issue was highlighted by the conviction 

and jailing of former Fraser Coast Regional Council Mayor Chris Loft1  for 

attempting to orchestrate the employment of a friend as his executive officer 

and interfering outside his lawful role.

What you should know

• The CEO of a council is responsible for appointing council employees.2,3

• Elected officials must not interfere in matters that are not their 

responsibility, o
r attempt to dishonestly affect the outcome of a matter 

which is the domain of the CEO. 

• CEOs must ensure that they do not allow their roles and responsibilities 

to be usurped by mayors or councillors, and should act robustly to reject 

any attempts by mayors or councillors to overstep their boundaries. 

• Elected officials must declare and properly manage conflicts of interest.4
 

An elected official who acts, or tries to act, to benefit a friend or family 

member may be committing a criminal offence.

This publication is aimed at elected officials (particularly mayors and 

councillors) and council CEOs to ensure that they understand that attempting 

to interfere in processes in which they have no authority can have serious 

consequences. 
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Role clarity in councils: 

understanding the respective roles of Mayor and CEO 

1   While Chris Loft no longer holds the position of mayor at FCRC, he has been referred to as Mayor throughout this paper as this was the position he held at the time of the events  

     described.  

2   Section 196 Local Government Act 2009; Section 193 City of Brisbane Act 2010.

3   Recent amendments to the LGA and the COBA allow councillors, with the approval of council to appoint an advisor for the purpose of assisting the councillor perform their functions. 

4   Sections 175A to 175J Local Government Act 2009; Section 177A to 177J City of Brisbane Act 2010.

The CCC has seen a 

number of elected 

officials interfere in 

decision making that is 

outside their lawful area 

of responsibility.

Following the Queensland state government election in October 2020 
significant changes to the machinery of government1 were announced. 
These included the establishment of a new department and the 
movement of functions and services between existing departments.

Previous investigations by the CCC and other anti-corruption agencies 
throughout Australia have demonstrated how organisational change 
processes can provide opportunities for corruption and decrease the 
early detection of wrongdoing.

An awareness of the risks associated with organisational change is vital 
in the current environment where there is also increasing pressure on 
the public sector to quickly respond to the challenges arising from the
COVID-19 health pandemic and its impact on the economy.

What you should know
• The current pressure on governments to boost the economy 

through grants, funding and relief packages can place increasing 
demands on public sector employees to accelerate decision-making 
and sidestep internal controls and processes in the interests of 
urgency and efficiency.

• The CCC’s own investigations and intelligence demonstrate how 
both organisational change processes and economic recovery efforts 
can put the integrity of agencies at risk. A changing organisational 
environment, combined with increased economic pressure and 
the desire to “get things done”, can make agencies vulnerable to 
corruption and provide increased opportunities for fraud and other 
types of serious wrongdoing.

• The public sector should have processes in place to ensure internal 
controls and corruption safeguards are maintained during periods of 
heightened organisational and economic change.
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Organisational change and economic recovery:
Managing the risks 

1   Machinery of government (MoG) refers to the functions, processes and responsibilities of government agencies, typically departments of the government.

The period during and 
following organisational 
change can be a high risk 

period for corruption

This publication is intended 
to alert heads of public 
sector agencies, senior 
management and members of audit 
and risk committees to corruption 
risks arising from MoG changes and 
the current economic landscape 
and provide advice about ways to 
mitigate these risks.
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